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Class Rank Change In TheWorks
by Steven Zweig

After years of student
cemplaints about the law
scheol's method of assigning
individual ranks according
te grade ·point averages, a
faculty
committee
is
considering ways to change
it and is currently seeking
student input.
The Academic Status
Committee, accerding te its
. chairman Professor Walter
Felton, has submitted a
proposed change to SBA
President Jeff Lowe and is
soliciting student comments
on the prepesal. Lewe could
not be reached fer comment.
The
current
ranking
system at Marshall-Wythe
gives each student in a class
a distinct rank based on his
or her GPA calculated to
the feurth decl·mal point.
Felten's cemmittee proposes
..
students in the
gIvmg
bettem 90 percent of the
class a ranking based on
dcciles.
Students in the
same tenth of the class
t 0 the·r
GPAs
·
accer d mg
I
would share the same rank,
instead
of each being
assigned
separate
and
unique ranks.
The committee has not

proposed reducing the length
of GPAs from four decimal
places to three, although it
might consider it later,
Felton said.
Individual ranking for
the top ten percent of the
class would continue under
the proposal, according to
Felton, in order to preserve
accuracy for selection to the
law review and Order of
the Coif.
Felton said his committee
is proposing the change in
order to "minimize pressure"
on law students and to
acknowledge
a
certa
amount of statistical
imprecision in
grading.
"There's no
absolute way to f
!;IQU'""J'
• 11'-' VJ11J
way to be totally fair
is to give every
student the same test
_ and that's called the
LSAT," Felton said.
He called the precision of
the
current
system
"artificial" in that students
be
by
can
separa t ed
in fin i tesi rna II y
sma II
differences in their GPAs.
A 3.4334 is one rank ahead
of 3.4333 who in turn is one
rank ahead of a 3.4332,

while
under
a
decile employers telling them that
ranking, they may all be in students' GPAs are carried
the 81 - 90 percentile.
four places, but "who knows
Dean
of
Placement . if they read it."
Robert Kaplan said students
Kaplan said his office
are done a disservice in job received a "fair number" of
searching by these very questions from employers
specific distinctions.
"It about what the current
sends
a
message
to ranking scheme means. He
employers suggesting a more said the current system led
dramaticdiff
employers
to fret
over

~

15

&l
\

;2

the top and bottom of the
class than there really is,"
Kaplan said, noting that
from top to bottom "this is a
strong
, student body".
In order to educate
employers
about
the
artificiality
of
the
distinctions, Kaplan said his
office sends a letter to

Dean's Open Meeting
Airs Student Concerns
by Carl Mcintosh

Dean Timothy Sullivan
held an open meeting on
Tuesday, September 27, to
answer students' questions
about matters of general
concern to the law school
community.
Also present
were Associate Dean Connie
Galloway
and
Law
Librarian
James HeUer.
Approximately 40 students,
an unusually large crowd.
attended the meeting, and
the topics discussed included
library policies, curriculum
changes,
and
student
parking.
OPENING STA TE.MENT
Sullivan
opened
the
meeting
with a
brief
statement
about
the
cendition of the Law School.
En th usiastically endorsing
the recent editorial in The
Advocate concerning trash
in the lobby, Sulliv~n said
he and Jeff Lowe, President
e '
tIte
Stnden 'Bar

Association, would issue a is designed to preserve the
joint communique about the building. I recognize it's
problem. "The solution," he uncomfortable for students
said "is for the law school to confront other students,
community te make it but I'd like to see the rule
unfashionable to be sloppy." observed."
Sullivan
responded
favorably to the suggestion
that portable ashtrays placed
by the chairs would cut
down on the number of
empty soda cans left on the
tables, but noted that "there
has been some concern
expressed
that
there
shouldn't
be
smoking
allowed in the buildjng at
all."
On a related topic,
Sullivan addressed violations
of the rule prohibiting
eating and drinking in the
classrooms, and repeated his
call for community action.
"It's
a
question
of
enforcement I do what I
can in my class to see that
the rule is observed, and I
ask my colleagues to do the
sa e. .It a serious rute and

~
~

NEW LIBRARY POLICIES
ASSAILED
SuIIivan then opened the
meeting to questions. When
asked abeut the library's
new
shelf-slip
policy,
Sullivan
referred
the
question to James Heller,
Law Librarian, whom he
introduced as a "rising star
in library administration."
HeHer said that he
replaced shelf slips with
carrel slips in response to
complaints about missing
books. "The policy of shelf
slips
works
in
small
libraries," he explained, "but
it doesn't work with 150,000
bound volumes.
Carrel
slipping will give the
circulatien
desk
more
control over the collection."
om! .u~
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distinctions in
.
trymg to COIl)pare
one student with
--anutner:-Although the change; by
eliminating the deceptive
precision of the absolute
jranks,
might
clarify
stu den t s '
r e1 a t i ve
qualifications for employers,
it would be arbitrary in new
ways. In the example above,
if 3.4334 and 3.4333 were
each at the precise startinga nd end-points of two
different deciles, then 3.4333
would arbitrarily get the
disadvantage of the cut-off
and be included in the
lower decile.
"You can never have a

· 'system that's totally correct,"
said Trotter Hardy, faculty
member
and . former
chairman of the Academic
Status Committee. "You'll
always
have
arbitrary
distinctions. But you can
make a distinction a little
less phony."
Another correction the
committee
seeks
to
incorporate in its proposal is
in assigning all grades whole
number values, said Felton.
Under ·. the current system
"'minus" grades are computed
,using the decimal equivalent
of 2/3 rounded up (thus a
B- is 2.67) while "plus"
grades are calculated using
1/ 3 rounded down (thus a
.C+ is 2.33). This means that
9. n"tn At' nt..w.ithIJRIi1n,,'i, "~IJJ
(1 ,U J:j
Il"~ i:1 S, 5
ly
Jgl
average (.01) than a student
·th
d s of B+ and C+
WI
gra e
,
even _ -1ho.ugh technically
th .
t· e averages
. elf respec IV
'should be exactly the same,
according to Hardy.
The committee's proposal
avoids the arbitrary effect
of
rounding
up
and
rounding down frac tions by
assigning each grade a
whole number in descending
order of value, said Hardy.
Thus i f a B is 10 points, a
B- will be 9 points, a C 8
points and so on, which will
result in the two students in
the above example having
the same GPAs.
Continued on Page Ten

South African
Speaker

Africa's largest and most
prestigious English-language
newspaper.
He is in the ·
Mduduzi
Denni S U nited States on a sixLembede, a black editor for month Alfred Friendly Press
a white liberal newspaper in Fellowship, as a reporter for
South Africa, told an The Washington Post.
audience of over
100
students and faculty on
Beatings, Censorship
Friday that he is a member
Lem bede
recounted
of "an oppressed black race numerous
attack s
on
first; then I am a journalist." himself, including severe
beatings,
lengthy
"'Law and order' is Continued on Page Ten
merely a political concept
[in South Africa] used. to
justify political oppreSSIOn.
It's lost all connection to
justice and
democracy,"
Lembede said. "'Law and
order'
has
become
a
justification for the status S.B.A. Funds . .. .... p.2
quo -- repression and rule Faculty Poll ........ p.3
over a black majority."
yeats ........ . .. ... . p.6
Lembede is the only Advocate Rules! ... p.ll
member of
the
black
taff of The
editorial
Tribune,
South
Sunday
by Steven Mister
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SBAResolves -Funding Dilemma
by

STEPHANIE BURKS.

The SBA approved its
budget f or the 1988-89
school year at its September
26th meeting by a vote of
four to three, with two
abstentions,
despite
controversy over funding
allocated to the MarshallWythe Christian Fellowship
Associa tion.
Some SBA
members had voiced the
concern that such funding
might constitute a violation
of the First Amendment
Establishment Clause.
As
itemized in the
the

SBA President Jeff Lowe

Christian
Feliowship
Association will receive $85,

students in attendance then
were pro-funding," said
Lowe.
De Minimis?
Vice-President Jeff Yeats
emphasized that CF A was
already relying on the full
allocation for its 1988-89
budget and that it would be
unfair to revoke it at this
point. Yeats said he found
it hard to believe that the
disputed $20 was significant
enough to create a moral
dilemma and suggested that
the
should
be

felt
that limiting
the
spending of SBA money to
CFA refreshments might be
a way to circumvent the
Establishment
Clause
problem but said the fact .
that
the CF A
is an
inherently
religious
organization still causes
problems.
Devins did
emphasize, however, that the
SBA is not directly bound
by Supreme Court precedent.
Professor Smolla of the
Bill of R ights Institute saw
two conflicting problems
;associated with the issue.
although cash transfers to a
religious organization is
facially unconstitutional, he
said denial of funding
might be found unfairly
discriminatory if the SBA's
policy was to give funding
to all organizations without
scrutiny. Smolla said that if
he were a federal judge, he
would probably find the
practice
unconstitutional,
but that as a legislator, one
could justify either decision.

like those used by many
sororities and fraternities.
Lee cited as a disadvantage
the problem of keeping the
three-digit code a secret.
Another option under
consideration, he said, is a
plastic key punch card used
by the Marriott Hotel chain.
"Individual cards would be
cheap, and the combination
could be changed rapidly,"
said Lee, but the collective
cost of replacing the cards
would be high for a single
student who loses his card.
"The system we favor
would read a student's LD.
card," said Lee. "Since each
card would have a unique
access code, replacement of
a lost card w0uld be
relatively easy."
Visual
verification
of
card
ownership would also be
easier than with either of
the other options.

Copiers, Pork Butt, Etc.
A related issue covered

by Lee was the presence of
a new photocopier placed in
the library on a trial basis.
Students are on their honor
to pay $0.03 per copy. A
second new copier is slated
to arrive on November 1st.
Secretary
Ca th y
Stanton
reported
that
Marshall-Wythe
telephone
directories would be out
during the first or second
week of October.
Treasurer
Cheryl
Hamilton reported that the
SBA lost money on this
year's pig ' roast but planned
to raffle off the leftover
pork in an effort to recoup
some of its losses.
Social Committee chair
Joy Price announced that
the Annual Fall from Grace
will be held on October
15th.
Sinclair Banks presented
an idea for a faculty
evaluation
file
to
be
maintained in the SBA
office on a voluntary basis.
The proposal was discussed
and tabled.

Library Policies
Also at the September
'26th SBA meeting, library
'committee co-chair Steve
Lee reported on new library
policies instituted this year
and changes which ma y be
made in the future. In Lee's
addressed in relation to next 'meeting with the librarian,
year;s budget.

a standard allocation for
"It was only $20," Lazzaro
law school organizations.
said later, "but I did feel
The SBA considered a there was a principle at
motion proposed by first- stake. Whenever . you talk
year representative Caryl about religious issues, people
Lazzaro to strike that tend to get emotional.
I
portion
of
the
CF A's support CF A's activities, but
allocation earmarked for I don't think as a state
speakers while lea ving intact school that we should be
their refreshment funding.
funding some of them."
Lowe reminded members
"Giving
money
for
speakers seems to be crossing that any long-term change
over the line on the side of in the allocation process
promoting religion," said would require a change in
Lazzaro, who worked on the the by-Ia ws.
Third-year representative
Constitution Subcommittee
Mulroy
consulted
of the Senate Judiciary Steve
Committee for two years Marshall-Wythe
before beginning law school. constitutional law professors
After Lazzaro discovered Devins and Smolla, who
that a portion of the CF A's both thought that the
funding was al10cated to question of constitutionality
speakers, she and the other was a close one.
first-year
represen tatives,
Devins, reported Mulroy,
Bob
Bua
and
Sean
McDonough, posted notices
a round the law school to
solicit opinions from the • • • • •iiii.III!~~
first -year
class.
The
representatives said tha t
quite
a
few
st udents
a pproached them to voice
their opinions.
"More people said [the
Christian
F e ll owship
Associa tion] should get some
money, but not money f .
speakers," said
ex plaining the reasonin
behind her motion.

Heller voiced his concern

for
after-hours
library
security and his resulting
desire to limit student
access.
"Prof essor Heller argues
that most other law schools
close and lock their doors at
night,"
completel y
prohibiting student access,
said Lee, but "I think that if
we want to attract quality
law students, we need to
provide access to the library
on a more flexible schedule."
To this en d Lee ou tlined 1L RepI"eSeDl;ative Caryl Laaaro ent.ers the fray on funding a christian ocganization
three possible systems which _at_last_W_eek_'_s_SB_A_meetm
__
·lg
__
. _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
he and co-chair Mike !r
Tompkins feel would allow
unlimited student access to c
.
the library while still
CHINESE- RtESTAUAANT
maintaining the degree of
security sought by Heller.
The first of these is an
electronic combination lock

h ....;. .
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M-W Poll:
Faculty Leans'
Decidedly Left
by Steven Mister

If
the
Presidential
election were held today,
Marshall- Wythe faculty
would overwhelmingly vote
Governor
Michael
f or
Dukakis of Massachusetts.,
according to an Advocate
poll
taken
this
week.
Dukakis received two-thirds
of the faculty's vote, with
remaining
third
the
undecided. Vice President
Bush did not receive any
votes among the respondents.

Massachusetts.
Seventy-five percent of
the faculty responding said
the y
w a t c h e d t he .
Presidential
debate
last !
Sunday.
Conventional
campaign wisdom has shown ;
that debates tend to solidify I
pre-existing opinions about
candidates,
and
the
Marshall-Wythe
faculty '
supported that theory. Two- '
thirds of those who watched .
the debate believed Dukakis
had won.
Only two
The poll, which was professors declared victory
distributed to all faculty for Bush.
and administrators, indicates
After Mondale's dismal .
a liberal leaning by the law attempt to make the deficit
school professors, two-thirds a salient issue to voters in
of whom defined themselves 1984.
candidates
have
as "slightly" or "strongly"
.
steered away from making
liberal.
Only
four that issue central to thei(
.
considered
themselves campaigns. Oddly enough,
"slightly conservative" and in an open-ended question
none indicated they were about the most important
"strongly conservative."
concerns facing the United
Slightly more than 50 States, almost half the
percent of the faculty faculty identified the deficit
returned their completed as the number one problem.
surveys.
Although those Four others included the
who did respond may not be nation's economy in their
representative of the half top three concerns.
who chose not to answer,
Welfare issues, the plight
The Advocate has no reason of the homeless, and the
to believe that refusing to . en vir 0 n men t
we r e
answer the survey is linked mentioned often as top
to political ideology.
concerns for the next
Each one was
As might be expected President.
from the Presidential vote, mentioned by at least oneSenator Lloyd Bentsen also quarter of the respondents
fared well among faculty. as among their top concerns.
Asked t6 choose between
In the Virginia race for
Bentsen and Senator Dan the U.S. Senate, former
Quayle if the two were Governor Charles Robb
running for President, the clobbered his Republican
respondents
unanimously rival receiving almost 80
favored
Bentsen.
A percent of the faculty's vote.
majority of the faculty said The remammg professors
the vice-presidential choice were undecided.
was "somewhat important" to
The Advocate also asked
their
Presidential choice. fa cui t y
w hat
the y
Only three said the running considered to be the most
ma te
was
"extremely important issue facing the
important."
law school While answers
If the Presidential race varied, the most commo'n
suggests a liberal tendency was finding more funding
among the faculty, their for scholarships, programs
Also
responses to issues confirms and faculty chairs.
the
liberal
designation. mentioned more than once
Three-quarters
of
those were curriculum and the
surveyed supported Dukakis' fate of the Elvis lamp.
When asked about faculty
proposal for national health
insurance.
The Dukakis morale, three-quarters of the
plan would require private professors
responded
employers
to
contribute favorably that "most of
toward health insurance for [their]
colleagues
enjoy
all their employees. Bush teaching at Marshall-Wythe."
dropped
off
has opposed the idea as Resp0nses
stifling small businesses.
dramatically for all schoolResponding faculty also related issues, but half of
i n d i cat e d
a I m 0 s t those responding agreed that
unanimously their opposition stud en ts
are
overly
a law requiring Virginia concerned
wi th
the
school teachers to lead their "financial
returns"
of
classes in the Pledge of becoming a lawyer. They
Allegiance.
Bush said he also favored more often
would support _s.u.c h a law, than not ~qualizing par~ing
while
Dukakis ' vetoed fees . among faculty and
Similar: . 'le gisla ti on- . in " students. '
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Faculty Survey Results
This is a faculty survey conducted by The Advocate. We
would greatly appreciate your spending a few minutes to respond
and return your survey to Gloria Todd no later than Monday, Oct.
3rd. NO NAMES PLEASE! Thanks for your assistance and be sure to
look for the results in next week's issue!
1.

Did you watch the Presidential debate on Sunday?
_15 Yes
_L. No

2.

If so, who do you think won the debate?
Bush
_~ Dukakis
~_It was a tie

_~

If the Presidential election was held today for whom would
you vote?
~_ Bush
_14 __ Dukakis
___l~ Other
_~_ Undecided
3.

If the election for Virginia's u.s. Senator was held today
for whom would you vote?
_Q_ Dawkins
~16_ Robb
_ 1- Other
__£_ Undecided
4.

If the election for Virginia's First District Congressman was
held today, for whom would you vote?
_l.__ Bateman
__.4._ Ellenson
__2- Other _10_ Undecided
5.

6.
It is oft.en said that the vice president is "only a heartbeat
away from the oval office." If the two vice presidential
candidates were running for President, for Whom would you vote?
_19_ Bentsen
__
0_ Quayle
__Q_ Undecided

7.
How important is the choice of the vice presidential running
mate to your decision for Pre.s ident?
Extremely
Somewhat
Slightly
Not at all
__~_ important
~important
__2_ important _ _ important
8. Michael Dukakis vetoed a bill in Massachusetts that would

require public school teachers to lead the Pledge of Allegiance
each. morning. George Bush says he would support such a law. Do
you favor a law in Virginia requiring teachers to lead the
Pledge?
__~_ Yes
18_ No
9.
Duk.a kis supports a national health insurance plan which would
require private employers to contribute toward health insurance
policies for their employees.
Bush has opposed such a plan. Do
you favor Dukakis' proposal for national health insurance?
_15_ Yes
---..!_ No

.

\

__. __ ..... --._.t. ..
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Inter Alia
Closed Minds
Lawyering is a profession of words. If the banality of
this proposition offends you, consider Dean Sullivan's
recent open meeting. The Dean invited our new law
librarian, James Heller to attend the meeting so students
could question him directly about the new library policies.
Responding to the possibility that the old shelf-slip system
might be maintained in addition to the new carrel-slip
policy, Heller said, "When you have a set of two parallel
systems, you end up with neither being enforced." Heller
meant systems parallel in time; the students understood
Heller to mean systems parallel in use. Without a common
understanding of just what was parallel, the word became
a stumbling block. The tone of both questions and answers
became increasingly frustrated, defensive, and intractable.
The open meeting gave way to closed minds.
Communication stopped. All for one word.
Law school is no place to take words for granted; an
open meeting is no place for tacit understand. Both
students and Heller should reexamine their respective
positions on the shelf slips in light of the other side's
understanding before giving up a cooperative solution.
-C.Me.

Ranking
The faculty is considering changing our class ranking
system. (See story, p. I). They want our opinion (God bless
.
'em), and we have two weeks to decide.
The new "decile" idea has much to commend It. It would
minimize pressure. It would focus attention on learning to
be a good attorney rather than learning to take tests. And
it would eliminate arbitrary distinctions involving GPA
differences of .0001--artificial differences with real career
conseq uences.
The change would bring some problems and risks,
however. For one thing, it creates a new series of arbitrary
distinctions those between students on either side of the
decile dividing line. The most important question, though,
is a frank and pragmatic. Maybe M-W is not yet good
enough a school to follow the "enlightened" lead . of Yale
and Stanford. Being theoretically pure won't count for
much if the employers won't buy it. Will an M-W student
in the top 12% be at a competitive disadvantage with her
counterpart at a rival school?
As the ones affected bv such concerns, students have a
unique-and essential--perspective. We owe it to future
classes to answer toe "survey" the fac ulty just gave us.
-S.J.M.
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Letters to The Editors
Banks Full
of Hooey
Dear Editor:

Morton Downey, Jr., Gerard
Tooey (we don't know how
to spell it, but we know it
rhymes with hooey), this is
the
most
unproductive
exercise of free speech that
we have ever witnessed. In
the marketplace of ideas,
We
nobody is buying.
concur with the comment
at t rib ute d
to
De a n
Williamson in the July 25th
letter from Sinclair Banks to
Dean Sullivan:
Williamson: "And you
know what you are?"
Banks: "What?"
Williamson:
"A horse's
ass."
In the future, when the
Advocate needs to fill a lot
of empty space, it should
consider reprinting one of
Damien Horne's old columns
-- the way they do with Art
Buchwald in the Post.

The lunacy must stop. It
grieves and embarrasses us
to read the petty, meanspirited attacks on Professor
S e I ass i e
and
De a n
Williamson
by
Sincla ir
Banks and the Advocate.
(Sure, the Advoca te will teU
us
this
is
not
their
viewpoint, but they have:
abused
their
editoria l
discretion by printing this
trash.) Obviously, anyone:
who knows Mr. Banks willi
not
take
his
baseless
ramblings seriously. For the:
benefit of first-year students
who have not had the:
pleasure of being under the:
Dave Johnson
tutelage of Messrs. Selassie
Paul Varela
and Williamson, however, we:
Marc Taylor
Chris Brasco
feel we must set the record
straight.
Pat MacQueeney
\Vhy don't we just come:
out and say it: Banks is full!
of hooey, and the Advocate,
smells of it as well..
Professor Selassie and Dean
W i I I i a m son are:
straightforward men. There
is no plot to cheat Banks out
of a passing Corporations To: The Editors
grade. There is no plot tOi
Gerard
Toohey's last
replace him surreptitiously
as a research assistant. column may be a sign of a
There is no plot to follow new awareness in America:
him around the lobby, or the end of the Kennedy
corner him in an office, and! fraud. It seems that just in
provoke a confrontation. In the past year, liberals,
short, people have better conservatives, and moderates
things to do, Sinclair, than alike are realizing that the
to watch you squirm. At: "Kennedj
mystique"
is
least until now.
nothing more than the result
There has been enough of decades of excellent PR
violence. The white knight and deception.
on the red scooter (which
Irish Catholics such as
has been illegally parked for Mr. Toohey and I should be
the entire · semester, we: ashamed of this family
might add) has· gone too far': -which shares our · cultural
Other than ·those :wimpy.. 'heritage. ' Tne sordid· trllth,
. columns by the poor man's about the Kennedys begins

with old Joe, who made the
family fortune by smuggling
and bootlegging Cutty Sark
scotch during Prohibition.
Yes, Kennedy made his
money in the same way as
Al Capone. Anyone who
tells you differently is
'merely one of the millions
who has bought blindly into
the sham. Americans want
to believe the Kennedy
myth because jt's fun to
b e1·leve ·t
It ha""bee
1.
n
perpetuated for so long that
those who know the truth
are too embarrassed to
. It.
.
a d mIt
After cashing in as a
smuggler, old Joe donated
$50,000 to FDR's 1932
presidential
campaign .
$50,000 was the going rate
to buy an ambassadorship to
the Court of St. James.
Today, the Federal Election
Commission throws people
in jail for such acts. Joe
used
his
position
as
ambassador to bolster his
liquor business (w hich his
buddy FDR had made legal)
and to promote his favorite
son, Joe, Jr., to be president.
Hell, who am I kidding?
Joe wanted ill of his sons to
be in control of the U.S. So
he
began
a
brilliant
propaganda
campaign
during Saturday morning
newsreels. The strategy was
to influence his children's
peers at an impressiona ble
age.
Conveniently, World War
Two erupted. Joe hurried to
make war heroes of Jack
and Joe, Jr. Unfortunately,
Joe flew into an antiaircraft shell during his
secret
yet
sensa tional
bombing
raid.
And,
somehow, a slow-mo ing
Japanese destroyer cut Jack's
agile PT boat in half. Also,
Skipper Jack had a bad
habit of running his boat
into the . dock. His excuse
was he . was always racing
.·the. other · ·boat? back .' t9.
refuel. Continued on Page Six

.
Kenne dY
Debunked

1
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On The Fence

ightly pea

by Karin Horwatt
I woke up yesterday Too, Bush might be a step
morning
with
a
start. up from Reagan, who
George Bush? Feh! This frequently
forgot,
on
man has the credibility of diplomatic DllSSlOns, what
Oilean Harry (remember country he was in, but a
"Mighty Mouse"?), and yet step up from a constant
he
is
a
mainstream state of ether anesthesia is
Presidential
candidate. not much of a step up.
That's really kind of awful,
This man is not George
but even if you are more Will. He is not even Jack
right-wing
than Gerard, Kemp or Bob Dole. Their
please read before you jump: nominations would not ha ve
I am not as right-wing a s caused anyone to lose sleep
Gerard, although I have m y over the intellectual level of
moments, but politics really American politics. Honestly,
are beside the point, here.
what do you think of a
Howe er, I contend that politician over the age of
it is an embarrassment to fifty who has not yet
the
American
political "sorted out" the abortion
process that this George "thing"?
And why this
Bush could even secure the demogogic,
beetle-browed
position of dogcatcher, let insistence on flag-orgies and
a Ion e R e pub 1 i can Red-baiting? Bush knows
Presidential nominee: He is the basis for Dukakis'
disingenu ous at best, and his opposition to a forced
con d u c t
d uri n g
the Pledge, and he also knows
Iranamok
scandal
alone that lack of patriotism is
should ha ve divested him of not involved; furthermore,
his credibility (he says he he, himself helped to found
does not even remember the a halfway house into which
substance of meetings at criminals
were
released
which he was present; either early from Texas prisons.
he is brain-dead or he is a In 1981 (this is all in a
liar. As the Church Lady recent edition of The New
would sa y, "Yeew be the Republic), a resident of this
judge.").
The President is halfway house raped and
supposed to be honest, murdered a minister's wife,
intelligent, knowledgeable, but that did not stop Bush
and on the ball; he does not from pralSlng the early
need the on-screen charm of release program, a year
David Letterman. He is not later, as a "tremendous
going to be your date to the eXll.mp\e\I of vo\u n teerisrrL
prom. He is going to be So where does he get off
leader of the free world. attacking Dukakis for his
Granted, some basic social furlough program? And to
skills are sine qua non, and really bring my point home,
Dukakis is not exactly the this is Bush on the problem
life of the party, but let's of inner cities:
get our priorities straight.
"I think part of the

answer to this haunting of
these children that are out
there and suffering is, lies
in the the ex tension
of
Medicaid to challenge the
states, and maybe we're
going to have to enforce
more on the sta tes in terms
of Medicaid taking care of
these. But...so much of it is,
gets into a whole other
phase
of
things--the
neighborhood, the kind of
environment
people are
growing up in, and thatleads
me to the programs I'm
talking about in terms of
education .... But do not erode
out of the system of the
thousand points of light..."
[The New Republ ic, Oct. 17,
1988, p. 12]
I'm sorry, but that is not
merely poor oratory; that is
semi -articula te,
aphasic
babbling.
Sorry
the
TelePrompTer
broke,
George;
rather,
sorr y,
George's audience.
George's audience is us,
and we have a massive :
budget deficit, catastrophic
'environmental problems, a
failing educational system,
and a nation desperatel y
seeking a compromise of
values between the stifling
religious and intellectual
narrowness of the early- to
mid-fifties and the selfindulgent, amoral narcissism
of the

~ixtif'"..<;'

and se.ve.nt;es.

Dukakis, granted, will not
lead us to Camelot, but at
least he's trying to come up
with solutions. All Bush is
doing is foaming at the
mouth.
The Republicans
deserve better.

A Bird In Th.e Hand Is Wort
N othingl(To Bush)
by Michael J. Flannery and Patrick D. Allen
In baseball, the great
hitters are only as good as
the men behind them Ruth
had Gehrig, Mattingly has
Winfield, Mantle had Maris,
Boggs has Greenwell.
As
George Bush entered the
World Series of politics, he
needed someone behind him
who would strike fear into
the opposition and inspire
the hometown crowd. He
chose the bat boy.
The American people
rarel y, if ever, choose a
president based on his
selection of a running mate.
Lucky for George Bush.
Dan Quayle'S inability to
handle the intellectual and
political demands of a
national
campaign
are
obvious,
especially
to
advisors in the Bush camp
who take special care to
shield their young candidate
fro m
h a z a r d 0 u s
confrontations
with
the
malicious press .(question:
would Quayle bting the
hometown crowd to -Geneva

to shout down Gorbachev?).
The selection of Quayle
as
the
vice-presidential
nominee is most disturbing
as a reflection of the
motivations and judgment
of the . man who picked him.
Just prior to the R epublican
National Convention, Bush
assured us that his selection
of a running mate would
define both him and his
campaign; it surely did.
Bucking
conventional
wisdom (indeed, bucking
any wisdom), George Bush
chose Dan Quayle.
Why?
The
answer
was
not
apparent to the delegates,
the press, or the public.
The
long
list
of
prospective choices included
national figures like Bob
Dole, Elizabeth Dole, Jack
Kemp, Pete Domenici, and
Howard Baker. Each had
something to offer the
Republican
ticket:
intellectual depth, political
savvy, national political
. exp~ri~.nce.
lyIo!jt had all
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three in spades. Bush, in
defending
his
choice,
offered the vague notion of
"generational politics": Dan
Quayle was a baby-boomer
who could identify with the
average American--he, too,
grew up with the Beatles
and Vietnam. Is Quayle's
age
all
that
Bush
considered? Let's look at
some of the real reasons
behind Bush's selection.
George Bush is a man
destined
for
Dante's
Vestibule of the Undecided.
Whom is he trying to kid?
What Bush ' once called
"voodoo economics," he now
credits with having created
millions of jobs. And, on
second thought, a woman
should not be able to have
an a bortion; then again, as
we found out in the first
Presidential debate, Bush
has yet to think tha tissue
through.
On some very
important issues, George
Bush has been less than
. Continued on Page Eight

Do You Believe in
Glasnosts

by Gerard E. Toohey, .Jr.

Early last week, as I empires, good or evil, face.
drove through the streets of They conquer and expand,
Washington D.C., I listened but then after a certain time
to a radio talk show in · they slide down the greasy
which a number of' Russian pole of decline. This is a
students were being asked result
of
over-extended
about
U.S.
presidential military commitments and a
elections. They were a very shrinking
or
stagnant
unique kind of exchange . industrial base.
In short,
student; they were here to these countries were not
get
a
fir s t - han d producing enough to pay for
understanding
of
our their armies. Mr. Kennedy
electoral process.
One had a specific chapter on
student noted the absence of the United States in which
anti-Soviet rhetoric by both he stated that we were in
parties, and was quite relative decline.
Shortly
pleased.
In fact, all the after reading ,his book I was
students agreed it is so lucky to get a chance to see
much better now that we Professor
Kennedy
on
ha e given up on the belief television.
He stated in
that the Soviet Union was axiomatic terms that the
Soviet Union's economic
the "evil empire."
Earlier this summer, on a position was much worse
cooler but more anxious than ours and continuall
morning, one of the top worsening. It is the decline
Cuban air force generals of which Professor Kennedy
flew a Russia n jet from spoke and the constant
Cuba to an airstrip in pressure of the Reagan era
Florida.
With extreme tha t is causing the Soviet
celerity he was granted Union to pull out of
asylum
and
debriefed . Afghanistan, to sign the INF
From him we learned that agreement, and, hopefully,
the Cubans have on their to get the Cuban troops out
soil, courtesy of mother of Angola. "Freedom is on
Russia , nuclear ready MIG the march," and communism
23s, which are completely is being rolled back.
Not
so
fast(
Mr.
ready to deliver nuclear
bOITIb:s

to

the

neal est

American city.
We also
learned that Nicaraguans
are being trained in Eastern
Europe to fly these planes.
The
Kennedy-Kruschev
agreement requiescat In
pace.
How can it be that in
this
time of Glasnost,
Perastroika, INF trea ties,
and Mikhail Gorbachev,
these
violation s
can
continue?
This is the
singularly salient question
facing both George Bush
and Michael Dukakis. It is
also the question to which
the
least
amount
of
consideration
has
been
given. Mikhail Gorbachev is
in style, a new type of
Soviet leader.
He is in
substance,
a
Leninist
dedicated to a revolution
without borders. To match
him we need a president
who can understand this
and use it to our advantage.
We need a president who is
willing to say: I do not
believe in the tooth fairy; I
do not believe in Santa
Clause; I do not believe in
Glasnosts.
We
need
a
president with prescience.
This past spring a Yale
prof essor by the name of
Paul Kennedy had a book
published--The Rise and
Fall of the Great Powers.
The book dealt with the rise
and decline of the greatest
empires
in
histo.ry.
Professor Kennedy described
what see,ms to be an
ineluctable c cle that all

Gorbachev

is

a

Len i nisl.

What about those MIGs in
Cuba? Why is the Soviet
Union, a country in the mad
passiona te
throes
of
Glasnost, propping up that
inhumanely repressive band
of thugs in Ethiopia? Mr.
Gorbachev has, most likely,
read The Rise and Fall of
the G reat Powers, and he is
trying to reverse the decline
of his empire. As Lenin
would, he is taking one step
backward in the hope of
taking two steps forward.
To carry out the goals of
Lenin he needs change, and
the help of the West. The
plan is simple yet radiant
with brilliance: allow a little
' more freedom, set a couple
of those pesty Russian Jews
relatively
free,
sign
a
harmless treaty, and don't
beat the political prisoners
in front of your guests.
Time
magazine
makes
Mickey man of the year, the
Western political leaders are
paralyzed, and the Soviet
Union gets the technical
knowledge and tradeneeded
to fix an ailing economy. A
scenario right out of a spy
novel, but is it any less
ridiculous
than
feeling
threatened by Afghanistan?
Glasnost will take its toll as
we once again believe "it is
peace for our time." Wait,
perhaps George Bush will
unsettle
that
delusioned
Russian student, and make
plain the goals of Soviet
Russia. Perhaps he too, does
not believe in Glasnosts.
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Talliation
By Jeff Yeats
. I parked the rented
Sentra where it could
benefit from the only shade
iIi sight and waited while
the dust cloud that had been
building for the last halfmile rolled on past. After
all, I was wearing a suit.
Outside, it was one
hundred seven degrees at
three
o'clock
in
the
afternoon with just enough
humidity to cause an instant
sweat. The sun was still high
and bright, the shadow cast
by the porch roof was
impenetrably dark.
Walking across the dirt
"driveway" I kept my eyes
on the only thing protruding
from the shadow, a pair of
well-worn boot soles resting
on the porch rail. Not a

word was spoken until I
stepped into the shade.
Then, as I shed my coat and
tie and opened my ·shirt,
Garrity retrieved a longneck Budweiser from a full
cooler and opened it.
"How's it goin', bra'?"
"Doin' all right, doin' all
right," I assured, taking the
Bud and a chair.
"Dressin' pretty sharp
these days," he observed.
"Part of the game, son.
What do your attorneys
wear?"
"Same thing. I just always
wanted a lawyer who
dressed like me."
"Maybe your morally
deficient grandchildren will
have that opportunity."
"Well, you wear it well. I

could almost believe you're
a lawyer."
Not
much
0f
a
compliment from a man
who has hired some of the
most (Can I say "sleazy''?
Probably
not.)
unlikely
lawyers I have ever met. But
praise is hard to come by
with Garrity, you sort of
have to take the level of
insult as the inverse of his
true level of respect for you.
He generally doesn't waste
time or good lines on people
he dislikes.
"What kind of tree was
that?" I inquired of the
only-shade-in-sight.
"Dead-orange. They're all
over the place out here."
"Sorry to hear that."
"It's all right. Every
Christmas the yuppies come
out in their khaki shorts
and polo shirts and knock
off a bunch of limbs for
firewood. After a while they
start to look like cactus."

Letters to the Editor ::~~~;u~a~o~~~e~~'
Kennedy
Continued from Page Four
was ghost written, ana
.
.
rumor has it (reliable though
thIS, but truth prevaIls.
it is) that the Pulitzer was
" P r e s i d e n .t bought.
K.ennedy ... ah.. .the soun~ of It
Mr. Toohey did a good
stIlI causes. the .se~retlOn ~f job summing up JFK's
hormones m mIllIons. HIS legislative accomplishments:
acc<:>mplishments
while there were none.
Then
presIdent were few. In all came the election of 1960.
fairness, he did fund the LBJ took care of the Texan
A.pollo
program,
but electoral votes by stuffing
EIsenhower set the stage for the ballot boxes in DuVal
th~t.
However, i~ equal County.
This is not a
fauness, we must mclude: rumor but a fact that was
the Bay of Pigs, allowing confi~med
by . Lloyd
the East ~rmans to build Bentsen;s father, who helped
the
BerlIn
Wait,
the payoff officials. Chicago's
?ete~ioration
of
U.S . Mayor Daley helped his
mteillgence so as to allow Irish pal by engineering his
the Cuban Missile Crisis to Cook County machine to tip
occur, and a one-way trip Illinois over to "Mr. Vigah."
into the quicksand. of John Chancellor and other
Vietnam.
suckers still refuse to believe
JFK showed the world Tragically, as he was finally
that he understood the bringing his case to the
meaning of nepotism by people instead of to the
appointing . his
brother political machines, he was
B.obby attorney generaL killed. But death cemented
Kennedy
myth.
Smce then, the C:0ngr~ss has the
made such actIOn Illegal. America canonized St. John.
Bob ~ y 's
I? a i n I'm sure there are many
accomplIshment.s lllcluded out there who question the
do,gge.dl~ pursumg the Mob. validity of my assertions.
Comcidentally,' most of But these facts have been
the families h~ investigated known for years, and are all
were competItor.s ,of the confirmed. Those of you
Kenne~y
fa.mIly s
old have
bought - into
the
s~ugglmg busmess.
What Kennedy fraud will hate
vIrtue'
·
But It
. a Iso
S . k·
f·
. , . rea d·mg t h IS.
pe.a mg 0 VIrtue, Isn t It hurt when you realized
~mazmg Bob~y and ~ack there was no Santa Clause.
~d sex wIth. Manlyn If you are thinking of ways
onro~ a?t practIcally ~he to defend the Kennedys, ask
same tIme. A new meanmg yourself "why?" Are you .
defending the truth? No.
to brotherly love_.
JF~w people. remember th~t Are you defending effective
was m Dallas III government? No. Are you
~ovember <:>f 1963 because defending a myth which is
hIS populanty was .so low more
seductive
and
tha t he feared losmg the dd· t·
th
. ?
nomination in 1964.
His a IC Ive
an
c~llle.
ad .
t Id
h·
h Yes. You are an addIct, and
co:t~e;.~ ca~ry theimSout:' you ~e~d help. A . ,
and without the South he
a e
up
menca.
B~ware of the Kennedys.
be
d e f e a t e d . Th'
w Ou Id
.
.
But old Joe was able to
ey re a pOIsonous nurage.
turn these fiascos into
Puli tzer gold. ,Yes,America,
Robert M McDowell, 2L :
Jack's award- winning book

what
they are. Anybody else
would take the whole tree."
"Hey, now, I've met some
pretty decent Yankees back
east."
"Wish you'd send some
down here. Seems like we
get all the pea-brains."
'
"You said the same thing
in Austin."
"Well, it was true."
"You think they followed
you out here?"
"I wouldn't put it past the
sneaky ba~tards. Man,. as
soon as I ;md a good thI~g,
somebody s always conung
along to screw it up for me." '

The Advocate
They would have to go a Garrity had sold. I met a lot
long way to find his good of very interesting people,
thing these days. Garri ty'S the only kind he will
place is about an hour out associate with, but for some
of Phoenix and, given his strange reason I
can't
directions, you have to find remember a single name.
the right dirt road and then
Sunday morning he pulled
follow the right branch of the Jeep onto the sidewalk
the power line or you might at Sky Harbor Airport
find something, or someone, handed my bags to a skyca~
you weren't looking for.
and dragged this limp body
Garrity manages to make down from the cab. After a
his own way these days, but couple of false starts, I
he got lucky this time. It managed to negotiate the
seems the desert is a escalator and my friend
graveyard for old cars and checked me in for the
the climate is nothing less flight.
than an embalming agent
"Want me to stick around
for tin and steel For 'til you're on the plane?" he
Garrity, this is a natural asked, obviously concerned
boon. He roams the desert in with my ability to depart on
a Hemi-powered Jeep truCk, my own.
taking what he needs and
Unable
to
form
taking note of what's out intelligible sentences at the
there, in case he needs it time, I merely shook my
later.
head and his hand . .
Nobody seems to mind
"Well, O.K. I probably
that he keeps a standing ought to move the truck
supply of eight or 10 cars anyway. Here, drink this'
you'll feel better," he said:
pressIng a ~UIU \.-au
f
them are operable at any Draft into my clammy palm.
given time and ariy running "Take care of yourself. And
don' let those Yankees fool
cars he has are for sale.
He sees himself as a ya'. They're really evil at ,
recycler of natural resources, heart."
I opened the beer and
taking the lame, the halt,
, the forgotten, and putting watched his lean tan frame
them back into productive amble down the terminal
use. It gives him a sense of stopping once or twice t~
purpose and generates an ask stewardesses a question
income of sorts. I was glad I didn't need to hear. Then
to see that.
he was gone, his battered
hat
disappearing
We spent the next 36 straw
hours exploring the desert below the escalator steps.
by day and the Phoenix.
If I ever get back to
bars by night, spending Phoenix, I'll have to ask him ·
what little cash I had and at whatever became of that
least the last two cars Sentra.

~~o~~rf~;~~~~s~~~~~~i~f

VL

• • ____

Exam Injustice
Dear Editor,

would allow upperclassmen system, one that is supposed
If
Recently, I discovered to create their own exam to eliminate cheating.
that I was scheduled to take schedules.
As has been people want to cheat under
four exams in two days. To pointed out, several schools the current system, they can.
make matters worse, ,the currently operate under such The small size of the law
conflicts occur near the end a system.
school means that very little
of the exam period.
I
While this system would permanently escapes the
understand that my position I be the most lenient system, gossip centers of the law
is supposed to be unique ; the
f a (: u I t y
and school. This institution will
and that the administration ; administration could opt for safeguard
further
the
schedules
exams
after I a more lenient approach sanctity of the exam process.
students have signed up for i than the school currently
Since the faculty votes on
them, in order to avoid uses.
I do not propose examination scheduling, I
conflicts.
concrete answers; rather., I hope that the faculty will
My plea to be allowed to pro p 0 s e
imp 0 r tan t reconsider its position. The
take one of my four exams considerations that appear to current- system smacks of
early was rejected because it have
recerved
Ii ttIe insensitivity because there is
con tradicted
concrete attention.
no room for compromise,
administrative policy. The
The
most
significant even if certain faculty
fact that this was a advantage of a more lenient members do want to be
graduate tax course with ten system is that the students lenient. The faculty has a
p e 0 pIe
was
0 f
no and faculty will work more clear opportunity to open its
consequence. It was argued closely with each other. doors and embrace the
further that the teacher may Marshall-Wythe offers a students that it teaches. By
not have an exam ready unique
opportunity
to changing the current system,
before the scheduled date. promote strong relationships the faculty would send a
The
ad min i s t rat ion between the two. One of message to its students that
magnanimously offered me my teachers was very it cares about them.
an opportunity to spend the willing to work with my
The small size of our law
first four or so days of my schedule.
However, this school offers a unique
Christmas
break
taking potential bond was shut opportunity to try this new
exams.
down by the current policy. system.
In doing so, the
I am writing today
To those who might argue administration will take
because I feel that this that such a system could steps
toward
fu l l y
policy needs to be re- lead to ' more widespread recognizing the quality of
evaluated.
cheating: the additional risk the student body.
have does not exist
The law
Several
people
prqI)9sed a f9rm~t . ~h~~ .. school is . un~er , an hon~r . • • . ,.. Louis La~~on
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Virginia Dotnicile Status Alludes Students
by John Fagan

process
whereby
some Virginia avoiding several Second, students who express avoid arbitrary decisionstudents may change their thousand dollars in loans !a desire to have their status making.
. In case you haven't status. At William & Mary, can help them to remain in ichanged should be issued a
Whether the system will
noticed there. are three types however, the process as school.
None of the ,packet
det~iling. the Ibe changed is unclear. It is
of
students
attending presently
existing
has students who attempted to procedure WhICh will .be obvious, however, that the
MarshalI-Wythe: The first derailed.
have their status changed folIowed, the state pobcy present
process
is
a
group consists of those
By statute the initial expressed a desire to have involved, and a copy of the I frustrating and inefficient
students who being blessed hearing should consist of the the process changed so that statute. Thir?, the ro~es of one that leaves the student
by. a higher being are officer considering factors being clas~i~i.ed a~ an .in- all ~rso.nnel mvolved 10 the feeling as if they did
alIowed to pay in-state ; such as a student's residnece state dOmICIlIary IS easIer. applIcatIOn p~ocess should something wrong in a prior
tuition. This group is easily I for the past year, to which Everybody realizes that if be clearly defmed so as to life for which they are now
recognized by their shit- state taxes have been paid, the process would allow it
being punished.
eating grins.
The second where
the
student
is nobody would choose to pay
group is composed of those registered to vote, where the out-of-state rates.
The
condemned by accidents of student's car is registered concern is that at the
birth to paying out-of-state and any other factors which moment there seems to be
tuition. This group can be might tend to show an an irrebuttable presumption
identified by their empty intent to establish residence at the initial stage that there WAN TED:
Sma II Classified rates are .10 per
wallets. The last group is in Virginia. The complaint is never an intent to remain Refrigerator for auxiliary I word. Personal ad rates are
more difficult to recognize. most often heard from in Virginia. This is clearly beer and wine storage. 11.00 for the first twenty
These students yearn to don students who have run this contrary to the legislative Premium for Long-Neck words and .10 per word
shit-eating grins and once gauntlet is that the person determination that there will capability.
Call Randy, thereafter. The deadline for
again have money in their in charge of making the be students who have a Carlton or Paul, 253-8615.
submission is Monday at
pocket.
They are the : initial determination has genuine intent to remain in
S
6:00
p.m
preceeding
students originally classified done so in an arbitrary and state and should therefore I FOR ALE: Dresser, six IThursday
publication.
as out-of -state students who unreasonable fashion.
In not be burdened with out- . drawers vertical.
Price
have decided to risk life, fact, nobody has heard of of-state tuition.
negotiable. Call PAM 220limb
and
sanity
by an
application
being
The Provost has yet to 1879.
attempting to be reclassified accepted at the initial stage. decide whether the present TRAVELAI RE -- Your
Larry,
as Virginia domiciles.
According
to
Bruce system is in need of repair. Complete Travel Agency
Is it true you have
Why would one attempt McDougal, who successfully S eve r a I s u g g est ion s :Completely Computer.ized
mmIature "Church Ladies"
such
lunacy you ask? challenged
the
initial concerning how the present '801-A Merrimac Trail
on your boxer shorts? An
Simple. At present, the cost determination on appeal, "To process can be improved 'In the James York
incredibly bold
fashion
of attending law school at get a change in status you have been made. First, the
Shopping Center
statement!
MarshalI-Wythe is roughly have to expect to be turned initial determination should CalI: 229-1662
twice as high if you are not down initialIy. It comes be substantive and the
a Virginia resident. The
down to whether the appeals person
reviewing
the Schmidt Florist
Comrade,
rewards are, therefore, great officer when he looks you application should be ' made For all your floral need~
Ca ve quid dicis, quando,
if you can convince the in the eye thinks your aware that the statutory I317-D Richmond Rd.
et cui.
powers that be of your sincere in your intent to factors must be considered. Telephone: 229-1665
-- Gerard
sincere de~re ~ remain in remain in ~~in~." ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
Virginia for an indefi~ite points to another problem
period after graduation. encountered by students
The
process
is
often who have grappled with the
maddening, but things may administration. There is no
soon change. A group of guideline
stating
the
stu den ts
have
been standard of review on
informally requesting that appeal.
the Provost review the
Because denial at the
current procedure and make initial level is for alI
it more fair.
purposes automatic the first
Virginia Code § 23-7.4(D) substantive determination of
provides that a student who eligibility for a change in
becomes eligible for a status is made on appeal.
change in domiciliary status The appeal consists of a
must take it upon himself to face-to-face interview with
apply for the change. The the Status Appeals Officer.
statute also sets out the As there are no guidelines
general
procedure
for on appeal the appeals
changing one's status and officer generally must rely
the
factors
which are on his gut feelings. This
relevant
in
determining can
lead
to
uneven
whether a student does in application of the factors
fact have a subjective intent which by statute are to be
to remain in Virginia. In considered when a change
~T-Shirts
other words, the student is of status is reviewed. .
asked to provide objective
A fair and predictable
evidence of a subjective status review process is
intent to remain in the Old particularly important for
Dominion.
graduate students. Unlike
The process begins when many undergraduates, who
a student seeking a change are parent subsidized, grad
in status files an application students have in many cases
with the registrar. At this been independent for several
s tag e
a n i nit i a I years and are putting
determination is made about themselves through school.
whether the student is It is not unheard of for an
. eligible to be classified as a out-of-state law student to
Virginia domicile.
If accumulate over $20,000 in
change is initially denied loans by the time graduation
the student may appeal to rolls around.
For those
the Status Appeals Officer. planning to leave Virginia
If the application is again after graduating huge debt
denied an appeal may be is a grimly accepted fact of
brought before the Status life. If, however, one is
Appeals Board, and if planning to stay in Virginia
necessary, to circiut court and has done everything
It is obvious from a reading posible to sever ties with
. ,.
of the · statute . that . the . their . old domicile and
kg~~ture h~ envi~oned a establish
residence
in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Professor Alan Gunn

Faculty Profile:

by Stephen Lee .

Professor Alan Gunn, a
visiting
professor
from
Cornell U n iversity, has come
to Marshall-Wythe for the
academic year. He brings
with him a wealth of
knowledge and over 18 years
of experience, including two
yea rs of private practice in
Washington D.C.
He also
brings interests in diverse
areas of the law, much
respect for the law school
and the tax program, and a
family, including a 5-andlj2-yea r-old son.
Professor Gunn was born
in Syracuse, a city in
upstate
New
York.
However, as he puts it, he
grew up all over. As a n
undergraduate, he studied
geology
at
Renssalae r
Pol ytechnic Institute and
then went on to study law
at Cornell University. He
chose to .attend law school
because, "It looked like fun,
from stuff I read."
After
graduation,
he
practiced
la w
in
the
Washington, D.C. area, and
worked mostly on tax law
iss ues. But the desire for
more
academic
and

people because it makes
class much less boring."
According to some students
in his Federal Income Tax
course, Gunn is developing a
reputation for a witty,
engaging classroom style.
One on one, he is mild and
understated. He admits and
seems to take pride in the
fact that his style is very
Socratic when he teaches
firs t-year courses. However
he does not rely heavily on
the Socratic method when
teaching upperclass
la w
students.
Professor Gunn finds the
law students here of good
quality. However, he noted,
"I don't see much difference
from school to school. I do
see differences in students
over time." He also enjoys
the M-W faculty.
Professor Gunn
takes
pride in his work.
He
considers his casebook on
tax law, published by West,
to
be
his
greatest
Anti-Monotony
He describes his teaching professional accomplishment.
method as one designed to Asked about Ii ing in
prevent monotony. He said, Williamsburg, he commented,
"I like to talk to specific "It is a pleasant place, now
that it has cooled off."

intellectual freedom took
him back to Cornell. When
asked what made him
switch to teaching, Professor
Gunn responded , "I suppose,
to a large extent, the chance
to pick my own topics and
follow things more deeply."
Since he "liked practice" the
decision to gi ve up private
practice "was always a close
question."
Here at M-W, Professor
Gunn teaches tax for 2Ls
and
3Ls,
and
teaches
prof essiona 1 responsi bility
for the LL.M program. Next
semester, he will teach other
courses for the graduate tax
program.
However, he
maintains interests in other
areas of the law.
For
·example, he likes torts,
contracts, and law and
economic analysis.
At
Cornell,
he
occasionall y
teaches
torts and,
less
frequent ly, contracts.

.A.
Students have come to exoect wit and wisdom to emanate from the podium
when Professor Alan Gunn steps up.

I

The Advocate is now accepting
applications for advertising representative.
Set your own hours. Paid on commission.
Contact Janet McGee 3L by hanging tile.
II

Quayle
Continued from Page Five

decisive.
The last thing territory.
Bush
needed
was
an
Perhaps Bush feit that
independent,
politically Quayle would pacify the
established running mate.
right
wing
of
the
Enter J. Danforth Quayle. Republican party. Bush, if
Though strident in his we can pin him down at all,
adherence
to
right-wing is a moderate. He fits in
political philosophy, Qua yle with the right-wing of his
hardl y commands the type party like Woody Allen at a '
of respect afforded Bob Soldier
of
Fortune
Dole
(Senate
minorit y convention.
If the right
leader) or Howard Baker wingers are the Republican
(former White House Ch ief- pit bulls, then Dan Quayle
of-Staff and Senate majorit y is surely a muzzle.
But
leader).
The
general Quayle's
ro le
in
the
perception of Qua yle is that campaign (to be seen and
of
a n i n tell e c t u a 1 not heard) will not satisf
lightweight,
a
political the right wing for long.
toady.
Afraid of being
While certain aspects of
upstaged by a political Dan Quayle's past might
heavyweight (like Dole or bear some scrutin y, the more
Baker), Bush picked someone important issues are George
who could stand in his Bush's judgment, and how
diminutive shadow.
his apparent identity crisis
Above all else, Bush's affects
that
judgment.
choice (and there can be no Quayle's selection is a
doubt that . this was his legitimate issue because it
choice) reveals his own self- gives us some indication
perception: Bush knows he's whom he might surround
a wimp. F inding someone himself with once in office.
who wouldn't dwarf him A bunch of Robert Redford
was as easy as ca ll ing up a look-a-likes w ho are a ll too
two-bit
minor ~_ leaguer-- willing to say yes to a man
someone so happy to wear who doesn't know what he
the
uniform
that
he thinks anyway? Beautiful.
wouldn't care if he e'-er got And you thought Ronald
a hit. The hinterlands of Reagan was asleep at the
Indiana
were ' f _e rtil . wheel.
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Come visit the NEW James City
Farmer's Market for a complete selection of quality
duce; specializing in locally grown fruits and vegetables
We Feature Virginia Products

Now Featuring Homegrown:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apples
Red Raspberries
Tomatoes
Sweet Corn
Watermelon
Fresh Organic Herbs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Country Hams & Smoked Meats
Homemade Breads & Rolls
Peanuts
All Natural Preserves
Apple Butter & Honey
Woodburn Hand-made Cheese

f ' t'

"What's new at the Farmer's Market?"
Listen M-W-F at 8:15 AM to WMBG-AM 740
For the Farmer's Market Report
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Also for 'y our convenience we offer Milk, Eggs, Soft Drinks,
Ice, Snacks, Natural Cereals, and Salad Dressings all in our
year round, air conditioned facility conveniently located
clQ&e to William and Mary.
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3L's Choose Grad Speakers
The third-year class has
chosen a speaker for its
commencement ceremony-perhaps. Although the Class
of 1989 has made its choice
unusually
early,
several
factors could prevent the
most popular speaker from
coming to the separate
commencement
ceremony
for the law school next May
14th, a Sunday.
The five members of the
Graduation Committee of
the Student Bar Association
arranged
a
three-ballot
process which began four
weeks ago.
In the first
ballot, all third-years were
free to suggest any speaker
or suitable acti ity for the
commencement
ceremony,
which is to be held after a
uni versi ty-wide grad ua tion
ceremony in William and
Mary Hall.
Students also
fairsuggested
possible
weather locations for the
separate ceremony.
The
Graduation
Committee compiled
all
and · offered
suggestions
them to third-year students
on a second-round ballot.
Choice of a loca tion was
clear from that ballot: the
Wren Building, traditional
site
of
graduation
ceremonies at William and
Mary until 1974, received 38
of the 92 votes cast, with
the Sunken Garden second,
at 16 votes, and the law
school itself third, at 13.
Nine students favored Cary

concern that even this
transportation): 5
comparatively early start
George Shultz (secretary might prove too late to
of state): 4.
secure a desired speaker.
The
G r a d u a t ion "All the finalists in the
Committee expects to invite balloting are busy, wellMr. Powell to give a ten- to known public persons," he
fifteen-minute
speech. said. "They may well have
However, the former U.S. their calendars set more
associate justice, now retired than a year in advance."
The
selection
process
in Virginia, is rumored to
decline nearly all invitations might not be complete.
to speak. Further, speakers Though Mr. Powell received
at
the
commencement a clear plurality, some thirdceremony of the law school year students say that their
have seldom, if ever, been votes would have been
honored with conferral of
degrees at the graduation The Law Review is pleased to
ceremony.
And the law . for Volume 30:
school has not customarily
Chris Abel
offered any remuneration,
Catherine Amspacher
beyond reimbursement for
Paul Barker
mileage driven, to speakers
Michelle Bodley
at the separate ceremony.
Lisa Cahill
Voting third-years have
Clay Campbell
agreed, 65 to 19, to establish
Betty Chang
Jeff Craig
a modest fund to reimbu.rse
a speaker, through chargmg
Kelly Cunningham
a small fee for each ticket
John Dotti
to
the
commencement
Gene Elder
ceremony.
.
John Fendig
Yet th~ chaIrman o~ the
Michael Fuchs
Grad ua tlOn
CommIttee,
James Grussing
Robb Storm expressed some
.

Field,
site
of
the
commencement
ceremony
The oftthis spring.
disparaged site of the
ceremony for several years
in the 1970s and '80s, BK
Auditorium, received only a
single vote.
The second ballot also
showed 61 of the 92,yoting
students to prefer having
both
a
speaker
and
individual distribution of
diplomas. (Because of the
great size of William and
Mary's classes, the university
confers
degrees
upon
graduating
students
en
masse' there is little or no
~dual recognition of the
nearly 2,000 students at the
graduation ceremony.) Just
who should be invited to
speak was less clear.
The third ballot, then,
offered students the f ive
most popular choices from
the 31 speakers on the
second ballot, together with
the most popular alterna ti e
to a speaker. This was the
distribution of the 89 valid
ballots cast in the third
round:
Lewis Powell (former
associa te justice): 35
Distribution of diplomas
and hooding instead of
speaker: 17
Jesse Jackson (former
presidential candida te): 15
Da vid Letterman (ta lkshow host): 13
Elizabeth Dole (former
secretary of

different had they known
that the second-round ballot
de.termined
that
the
commencement
ceremony
wou ld
feature
both a
speaker
and
individual
distribution of diplomas.
Dispersing votes cast in the
third round for hooding
instead of a speaker could
raise any of the runners-up
to Mr. Powell to seconrl
choice. According to Mr.
Storm, another ballot of this
kind is "likely" if Mr. Powell
declines the invitation.
announce the Sta ff selections
Mark Hedberg
Chris Heimann
Jonathan Hudson
Russ Jackson
Patricia Jennings
Steven Lauer
Cathy Lee
Beth Meinicke
Kathleen Paliokas
Dan Perry
Amy Pesesky
Randy Springer
Kimberly Thompson
Brenda Williams
. ....
.....
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Our newest sundae comes
without a spoon. Imagine one of your
favorite flavors-Pralines 'n Cream, Jamoca'
Almond Fudge, CoconutJoy or Strawberry Royalelayered together with lots· of luscious toppings all
wrapped in extra-thick milk chocolate. Baskin-Robbins
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Speaker...
Continued from Page One

interrogations, having his
tires slashed and windshield
smashed by a gun butt, and
attacks on his famil y.
Despite the persecution of
himself and his colleagues,
he insisted, "It's importan t
for us to be there to pass
the message across."
Because of the civii
unrest in South Africa,
Lembede
said,
it
is
practically impossible f or
white journalists to work in
black townships.
Black
reporters are often the only
source of news. Too often,
Lembede said, "White editors
sift out the wheat from the
chaff and then print only
the chaff."
T he
South
African
government has outlawed
any filming of the Security

Forces in
action,
any
printing
of
subversive
statements,
and
an y
reporting
of
strikes,
demonstrations
or
civil
disobedience, his experience
often differs from the final
printed version. Lembede,
who lives in a black
township, recalled witnessing
upnsmgs firsthand.
"I
would have to go back to
the office and phone the
Department of Information
800 miles away 'to find out
what
really
happened',"
Lembede explained.
The
white
minority
government spends much
time attempting to limit
black journalists, according
to Lembede.
He quoted
from a 1987 press release
issued from the South
Africa government, warning

that unless journalists "come view
urging
sanctio ns
to grips with the security against that country. ''The
need of this country, they South African embassy may
must be willing to pa y the even ha ve someone here
price."
toda y," Smolla said, to
Journalists who violate monitor Lembede's speech.
the state-imposed censorship
Lembede called South
are subject to banning, Afr ica "the most racially
usually for two to five divided society in the
years.
A banned person world," and suggested tha t
may not be in the company the appropriate American
of more than two people at policy should be "real
any time, is usually under constructi ve engagement."
house arrest, and may never
be quoted in the newspaper,
Lembede said.
Continued from Page One
"Real Constructive
Engagement"
Prof. Rod Smolla, who
introduced Lembede to the I
audience, noted that South
African law prohibits any
criticism of the ruling white
government or expressing a

Continued from Page One

shelf s);ps c o uldn't be u s ed,

hfoot

Co urt,

Sulli v an

After questiorning the
wisdom of sta rt ing the
subs tit u te
C r imin al
Proced ure Survey in midsemester and the related
logistical problem of taking
onl y half the f inal exam,
Lewa ndowsk i a rgued tha t
the cutback was unfair to
st udents w ho hac! alread y
ta ken the fi rst ha lf of the
erstwhile three-credit course.
Galloway explained that
the Curriculum Committee
base;\.l

its

de;c :is io ll

'.,'

·t'·:.,,~ · '.

.

....

their students at all.
Dean Kaplan is optimistic
that Marshall-Wythe will
someday reach the point
where ranks are not needed
beca use employers recognize
the uniformly high quality
of its graduates.
"Employer perception lags
behind reality," Kaplan said.
He
explained
that
as
employers all over the
country become a ware of
the h igh quali ty of the law
school's grad uates, the need
for con ti n ui ng a ranking
system will dimi nish. ''The
time will come when we can
dispense
with
ranks
alt o gether ,"
rem a rk e d
Ka plan.

Felton said his committee
will make a proposal to the
faculty, after considering
student suggestions, at the
next faculty meeting on
October 20.
He urged
students to bring their ideas
forward about changing the
ranking
scheme
before
October 14, when the
committee meets to draft a
proposal.
The other two
members on the committee
are Linda Malone a nd
Lynda Butler.
Most schools a round the
country have some form of
rank ing system. A number
of schools with the best
reputations do not rank

of the past two classes has the questions asked. These
aggravated the problem.
included getting heat fo r the
Speaking to solutions, library in-fill ("I thought we
Sullivan had good news and were trying to cool it
bad news. "The good news down"); gett ing a sign for
is,

to

even on a strictly volun ta ry exp lai n ed
tha t ,
"Th e subsume Criminal Proced ure
basis, to address the problem qu estion is really one of into the Cri mi nal Procedure
of sh ort-term use. "Based on f unding. If you get credi t Survey on a vaila ble f aculty
experience,"
Heller f or the acti vi ty, we run into resources. She punctuated
my
responded, "when you ha ve the problem of
losing her answer with the remark,
a set of two pa rallel systems, f unding from BSA." When "We had the option not to
you end up with neither asked if the law school offer the course at all."
After third-year Richard
being enforced. If you're could fund the aCtI VIt y
going to look a t a book fo r internall y, Sullivan replied Kruegler challenged this
V ick, answer, Sullivan stepped in
just a fe w hours, most that . Debo r ah
clarif y
Gallowa y's
Associa te Dean Development to
people wouldn't shelf slip."
Affairs,
was explanation. "The situation
When another student Alumni
pointed out that last yea r presently involved in a is somewhat unusual," he
the library had to make special alumni fund drive said. ''There's no way to
more shelf slips available to that might make such predict faculty resources
meet student dema nd, Heller funding possible. As for even a year in advance.
represents
a
said tha t this year he funding Moot Court with This
planned to alleviate the existing sources, Sullivan compromise between not
problem of missing volumes was less sanguine than offering the course at all or
by consolida ting parallel diplomatic: "We have to offering it in this format.
"Besides, "
quipped
collections, "so you don't balance our priorities at the
Sullivan,
"you
will
be able
It
must
be
evaluated
school.
ha ve to jump floors."
to keep alert all the way to
Heller raised the problem with our other needs."
the end of your third year,
of balancing security needs
at
a time most third-years
with student needs in
become
response to a question a bout C URRIC U L U M tradition a ll y
distra ct ed
w i t h
extending the libra ry hours. CUTBACKS
extracurricula
Th
i
rdy
e
a
r
B
o
b
r
matters."
His concern is f or both
"Thanks a lot," replied
individual safety a nd the Lewandowski raised the
security of the collection, subject of the recently Lewandowski.
which is currentl y valued a t dropped Criminal Procedure
course.
In past years, STUDENT PARKING
about $20 mill ion.
students
co uld
choose
Even as faculty resources
Although Heller doesn't want to let students in between the one-semester dwindled, curtailing the
before 7 a.m., "mainl y Criminal Procedure Survey curriculum, faculty parking
because
ja nitors
do n' t or the two-semester Cr imi nal spaces increased, decreasing
co u r S e . the number of parking
monitor the library," he was P r oo c e d u r e
more amenable to student Currently, the school offers spaces ava ilable to students.
demands for after-hours use. only the Survey, which Responding to a question
m
the
spring. about the parking problem,
In addition to lea ving both begi ns
Westlaw and Lex is on-line ' "Transition" students like Sulli van pointed oull: that the
past closing ti me, he sa id the I Lewandowski, who took situation at Marshall-Wythe
library will also ma ke one Criminal Procedure I last is better than at the
campus,
photocopier a vailable f or year, must pick up -the u ndergrad ua te
second half of the Survey though he admitted that was
after-ho urs use soon.
Some .student.s continued sometime in ·the mi€ldle of "not much consolation," ~e
" ~o _ press- Heller aboJlt . a ~~ W i!1g SelJlests:r;.
_<.;~JsP. sugge~teq-:~~~.t.)h~ s~ze

\~<

I

Class R ank .. .

Open Meeting- -_ _ _ _ _ __
Currentl y, students ha ve complementa r y
shelf-slip
no way, to find books that system
He reiterated his
are being used by someone , position that pa rallel systems
else . f or a n afternoon or would n't work a nd h is
evening because the new co nclusion that students
carrel-slip policy requ ires wo ~ l dn't use shelf slips.
users to register books w ith
the circula tion desk only if MOOT COURT
they intend to keep them
Sulliva n brought a halt to
overnight or longer.
the extended discussion of
Conceding tha t carrel library policies by soliciting
slips addressed the problem Questions on another subject.
of
long-term use, one When asked about the
student asked why libra ry possibility of accrediting

"Ma n y
A m e ri can
companies knew what was
going on fo r a long time,
but they kept qu iet, kept
making their dollars," he
said.
Mduduzi
Lembede 's
I presentation
was sponsored
jointly by the Bill of Rights
Institute, the Black Law
Students Association, and
the
International
Law
'Society.

t h e r e's

mon ey

in

the

th e

fron t

of

the;

bu i lding

budget f or a n add itional 78 ("We had a sign once - a
parking spaces; the bad green one wi th gol d letters.
news is, work won't start Right now we're at the top
until spring."
of the list for a new one");
MISCELLANEA
~nd .getting
c~ ai~s fo r
Th b 1
f SIr
' lllterview rooms ( We II keep
e a ance 0
u l ~an s : trying").
answers were as prosa IC as

I
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Fair Notice
MARY & WILLIAM
WOMEN
IN
THE
LA W: A PERSONAL
VIEW
The Mary and William
: Women's Law Society
is sched uling a series
of speakers to speak
about their careers.
Presentations will take
place
Thursday
afternoons at 3:30pm
beginning on October
13 (we hope!); each will
be followed be a
reception. We will post
topics
and
room
numbers each week.
All are invited to
attend.
We
are
currentl y
contacting
speakers
representing
the
following
careers:
litigator,
corporate
lawyer ,
s-ole
practi tioner,
judge,
government attorney,
public
interest
attorney,
lobbyist,
military attorney, law
professor,
in-house
counsel,
and
nonpracticing attorney. If
you would like to
speak to us, please drop
a nate in Am y Cook's
(3L) hanging file.
Speakers will address
such
as:
questions
-what do you do? how
did you. get to where
you are? is your job
all that you thought it
would
be?
how
dema nding is your job?
how do you balance
your job and the rest
did
of your life?
being a woman ma ke it
harder / easier to get
your job? does being a
woman
make
it
harder/ easier to do
your job?
1st Speaker: Virginia
Powell of Hunton &
Williams in Richmond,
October 13 at 3:30 pm.
Ms. Powell is a litigator
practicing in a (very)
large corporate fir m.
She is also an adjunct
prof essor
here
at
Ma r sha ll - Wy th e,
teaching in the Trial
Advocacy progra m this
semester.

R EVIEW NOTES
The William and Mary
Law Review is now
considering
student
notes for publication in
Volume 30, Issues 3
and
4.
Students
enrolled in seminars or
independent
legal
writing are particularly
encouraged to submit
papers. The deadline
for submissions for
Issue 3 is October 24.
Persons
in terested
should con tact Neal

_ '.
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•
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~t1YePe£g.te' Destroys Law Review, 109-6
. alld!Larry SchimmeIs

Behind the combined
efforts of Jeff
pitching
LIBRARY WAGES
"Barbarosa" Yeats and Cathy
"Show
us
your
mitts"
Effective October I,
The
Advocate
Stanton,
new
student
trounced Law Review in
exmployees will receive
Softeali. The. intellectuals
a beginning wage of
wrote on a scant six runs
$4.00
per
hour.
while the providers of
Students will receive a
Marshall-Wythe
scandal
$.15 per hour raise.
pounded out ten.
Gerry
"Barefoot"
Gray
accounted
Students interested in
for five runs on two in-theapplying
for
park, two-run homers and a
employment should see
pinch-run score from first
Brenda Frank a t the
on
a single.
Circulation Desk or
Gerry:.s first hit was
Marty Rush in the
tossed ineptly around the
Librarian's office on
infield
by Reviewers Mike
the second floor.
J eff Yeat s and mate Larry Schimmels (center and left) site land at the
"Sweet Patootie" Gaertner, W orld Series of Publication. Mike Gaertner (right) defend s third base
Mike
"Tort - Feaser" I for the t('am of kids who were always picked last.
Burchette, and "Rocky Top"
I
Don't
Believe
This"
The Advocate infield
CATHOLIC LAW STUDENTS Neal
McBrayer
while
Gerry's amazing speed and Gennari into constant fits of sported the strong combo of
manic rage, The powerful Janet "Shorty" McGee, Paul
heads-up reaction to errors
The Associa tion of
Your Keys"
brought him home. Later in plate performances of John "I've Got
William
and
Mary
"Fungo" Fagan, Steve "Which ' Cons bruck, and Larry "Slug"
the
game
"Barefoot"
repeated
Ca tholic
Grad ua te
John "The
his two-run feat with a Team" Mister, Phil "Fifi" Schimmels.
Students (including all
Steele,
Randy
"Rope
One"
.
Ringer"
Hayes
went
0 for 4
smash over the combined
graduate fields and
Repcheck, Toya "But Can I for The Advocate and
outfield
heads
of
Jeff
professional
schools)
"Hung" Lowe, John "Fabes She" Cook, and Elizabeth upped "Rocky Top's" career
will hold one of its
got a Babe" Faber, Dan "The Screamer" Deininger strikeout record from 0 to 1,
monthl y First Friday
"Lumpster"
Perry, and Bill had the Review defense while Steve "Bushkin" Minor
dinners on Friday,
reeling, though "which team" made a special effort and
"Mr.
Big"
Dick.
October 7, at 6:30 PM
still
hasn't found third base. awoke early to attend the
Mark "Lover boy" Pearson,
Everyone will meet at
Even Cheri "Lamb Chop" . game and play outfield for
pitching
for
the
loss,
had
St. Bede's parking lot
Also, Pam
trouble with The Advocate Lewis had a go at Pearson. The Review.
and then carpool to a
But
her
Cape
Cod
import,
"Fabes'
Babe"
Piscatelli
and
line-up
all
afternoon,
designa ted resta ura n t.
Bill- "Back Brace" Concha "Sister" Ma ry Francis added
complaining
of
the
lack
of
For more information,
nubile first-year women, proved Pearson's sole K of strong performances to The
please
call
Martha
Advocate's cause.
- and sent manager Larry "Oh the day.
King (220-1555) or Fr.
Kell y (229-363l). All
are welcome.

CLERKS GAIN ACCESS
Currently enrolled
law students clerking
firms ,
for
law
corpora Dons,
courts,
etc., may access LEXIS
or Westlaw using their
employer's ID number
on
Marshall-Wy the
terminals.

336 SECOND ST., WILLIAMSBURG
(804) 229-8803

Monday - Saturday 8:30

5:30

The hours available for
such use are:
LEX IS - 2:30 - 4:30
p. m.
T uesda y
Thursday

Every Day Is A Wiz Day

Westla w - 2:30 - 5:00
p.m .
T uesda y
Thursday
By adhering to this
schedule, you will not
be interfering with law
student access.
Please remember that
ou r
educational
contracts stipulate that
Westlaw and LEX IS ID
numbers may be used
onl y for educational
research.
You must
use your employer's ID
.lumber
for
noneduca tional purposes.

Please contact Theresa
S hmid or Marty Rush '
.. .N{ c~1h- a·y·f:.-r . ·f '0 ' [' . ·:·····J' ·q·i· · f 'u'T' ('k e' t .
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The sun's as hard on your
car as it is on your skin.
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Speaking Of
Sports
by Larry Schimmels
The Olympics have come to an end. Unfortunately the
biggest headline grabber for the XXIV Olympiad was
drugs. Not your everyday nose candy either. Drugs with
names like "stanzonol" or something similar. This drug
sounds like something one takes for the flu. At any rate,
that drug, part of the drug family known as "steroids," cost
the world's fastest human the title of the World's Fastest
Human. Now the gold medal belongs to Carl Lewis. Why
did Ben Johnson take steroids? Well, he had a pulled
hamstring earlier in the year and steroids help expedite the
healing process. Also, in international sports, the difference
between greatness and mediocrity, particularly in sprinting,
is only a matter of tenths of a second, and any edge will
help. But probably the biggest reason Ben Johnson took
Mary Warner and Glenn Moore defend last yew'a mixed doubles tit1ein tbeever~eroids~~causeh~doctors,h~trairiers,andBenhimseK ~~~~~~~~~!P~D~P~T~~~~~T~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
thought they could get away with it. If this trend in be in his prime whe:n the Olympics are over. Also, by MARSHALL-WYTHE
sports, all sports, continues, I'm going to buy Hewlitt- playing on an international team, an athlete would get the POLL
Packard stock (they make the testing machines).
chance to see parts of the world he only learns about in
This week, the poll
The United States finished with 94 medals in all, good Geography For Jocks 101 (at Penn State it's called
experienced some ballot
enough for third in overall standings. I'm not disappointed "Tourism"; they make a whole major out of it). But, what
stuffing, but the results
with this count. After all, this is the first Olympiad since do I know.
are not that bad.
The NFL season is in its fifth week and there are some
1976 that the United States and most of the Communist ·
Remember,
a
first
Bloc have competed against each other. There were some surprises. How about the Bengals? I knew that they would
place vote counts ten
disappointments though. The U.S. women's gymnastics team be better, but I didn't think they would lead that division
points and a tenth
were robbed of a medal ~cause of an obscure rule. But and be undefeated. Still, they haven't played some of the
place vote counts one
they finished fourth, much higher than the international stronger NFL teams yet; but they will. Also, witness the
point.
Total points
community expected.
downfall of Denver. The difference is Tony Dorsett. I'm
received appear in
I was somewhat disappointed by the men's basketball serious. Now that the Cowboys have gotten rid of that
parentheses.
team, but I don't think that it is the team's fault they did liability they will probably win it all. It hurts me to say
not win a gold medal. Over the last two weeks I have that, not only because I live with a Dallas fan but also
l.UCLA . . . . . (171)
. heard several suggestions for returning the United States to because one Qf my friends from high school plays left
2.Miami .... . (161)
international basketball domination. The one that I thought tackle for the Broncos. His name is Jim Juriga, number 66.
3.USC ... . . . (123)
most interesting was the suggestion that we ought to send '. That makes two Wheaton North graduates playing in the
4.Notre Dame. (103)
the Lakers, or whoever wins the NBA Championship to the NFL (the other, of course, is Chuck Long). Oh; well, at
5.Auburn . . -.. -. (61)
Olympics. No, I hate Magic. What the United States ought least the Bears are still winning.
6.West Virginia. (58)
to do is something between what they do now and sending
It doesn't have to be pretty. Saturday night, Carl
7.0klahoma . .. (56)
the NBA .All-S tars. The U.S. Olympic team should be Failmezger's Lincoln held 31 alcohol-crazed law students, 8.Nebraska .. .. (53)
selected from college basketball players two years before but he won by default. ''Wimp'' Emerson and his caddy
9.Washington . . (46)
the Olympic games. For those two years the team would never showed.
.
IO.Florida State . (42)
In much the same fashion, the r~s~ ?f the AL East ou.t- 11.Rutgers . .... (31)
play an international schedule as well as a domestic one.
Thus, when it becomes time to play in the medal round, choked th~ R~d Sox and had the dIVISIOn sent to them VIa 12.California . .. (29)
this team will have played as a team for two years and will ~oom. serVIce m a Cleveland hot.el. . Ye~, Larry, they bac~ed 13.South Carolina (27)
already have played against whoever else is in the medal . mto It. .And yes,. Frank, they dId It WIth less th~n 90 wms. 14. (tie) Oregon . (20)
round. I know that some of the ~tter players might opt to But do ~t, they dId: A~d.' Mark, you look great In that ~ap.
. Florida . . . .. (20)
play for money in the NBA, but I ~lieve that most would
AdmIttedly, whJle slttmg at my desk at the Leafe, trymg , 16.(tie) Clemson . (17)
wa n t the opportunity to play in the Olympics. Besides, a to hammer through my thoughts a nd some Bea:fi' :fiy ?ood
.Stanford . ... (17)
good college player who is not well known in college might ' eye caught the latest Bos~on loss and all the helmhch. Jokes 18.oklahoma State(14)
increase his va lue by playing on the Olympic team. start~d to haunt. m~ agam. But three. hours .later, It was 19.0regon State . (12)
Further, the commitment that I propose for the post-college MattI~gly an~ Wl~fIeld who were ga.kkmg ~heir cud, Boggs 20.Arizona . ... , (11)
basketball player is orily two years. The player would still ha? hIS battmg tItle, and all was nght WIth the Fenway
FaIthful.
Also receiving points:
.---------------------...
Now you'll tell that me the Big Bean's nine have the .
Penn
State
(9);
same chance of stopping Cansenco and McGwire as they do
Wyoming (8); Colorado
of milking a cat. Then you'll tell me that the ghost of Billy
(8); and Mesa (Colo.)
Buck will come back to Shea. But they clinched, and you
(3).
Thanks
to
thought that impossible, too. How they clinched won't
everyone
who
matter. The Red Sox deserve credit for having the best
submitted
rankings.
batting average in the majors, strong pitching, and the
lnf
or
mal
'
p
olls
are
ability to come back from nine games out and hold on to
OF
taken
every
other
win the only real division battle in baseball.
Monday
(coinciding
WILLIAM:5BURG
Gator Greenwell was not around in 1918 and he doesn't
with
the
release
of The
.know Bucky Dent.
Advocate)
in
the
lobby.
George LeedolV contributed to this column.
BRING IN YOUR INTERVIEW
I

BERKELEY
CLE_ANERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUITS!
ONE DAY SERVICE
LAUNDRY SHIRTS
BLANKET • COMFORTERS
DRAPERY & COUCH COVERS
RUG CLEANING
BRIDAL & FORMAL W EAR EXPERTLY CLEANED
LEAT,HER-SUEDE & FUR CLEANING & STORAGE

TUXEDO RENTAL & SALES
10% OFF ALL DRY CLEANING

ALTERATIONS & TAILORING
229-3376
WILLIAMSBURG SHOPPING CENTER

229-7755

229-7440

1208 JAM EST OWN RD

J AM ES - YORK SHOPP. CENTER

Mon . - Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9- 5

10% off

with
Student LD.
204 Armistead Ave.
253-0265

1 Block from College of William & Mary

